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PRESS RELEASE 
                      Monday, 20th June 2016 

 

Fashion portal StyleLounge expands to India  

 

 Continuing global expansion to its fourth market within 12 months  

 More than one million products available on the portal   

 India will represent the largest market 

 

Hamburg, Germany, June 20, 2016 – StyleLounge, one of the fastest growing fashion portals in 

Europe, has entered the Indian market with the launch of StyleLounge.in. The residents of India 

will be one of the first to experience smarter online fashion shopping due to the startup’s unique 

metasearch engine with an online price comparison and size availability check. The Asian country 

is going to be the biggest market for StyleLounge of which it has already aggregated over one 

million products from different shops, including Snapdeal, Flipkart, Jabong, Elitify and 

PhiveRivers.  

From its inaugural launch in 2015, StyleLounge now operates in five countries including its 

founding country Germany, France, the Netherlands, Switzerland and most recently India. With 

the entry into the Indian market, StyleLounge has launched into its fourth country presence within 

the last twelve months, with further plans to continue its expansion this year. 

Johannes Heinen, founder and CEO of StyleLounge, explains: “With the boom in e-commerce, 

online shopping has become a very complex task for customers. This is especially true in the 

fashion industry which represents the largest segment of all e-commerce revenues with about 30 

percent. Comparing products and their prices is a daunting task that can take hours, especially in 

markets with numerous different shops, such as in India. StyleLounge has developed an own 

product matching algorithm which takes different dimensions of product information into account 

and is thereby able to directly compare items across all partner-shops on one single platform.” 

StyleLounge works exactly like a meta-search engine for flights and hotels, except it is for fashion. 

When seeking for a specific item – for example a pair of sneakers – offers from all online partner-

shops are compared to each other. No matter whether you are looking for something specific or 

just to browse through different categories or subcategories such as colour, item, or brand, all the 

best offers are provided – including discounts, coupons and shipping costs.  

 

 

http://www.stylelounge.in/
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About StyleLounge 

StyleLounge is a platform for fashion and lifestyle products that has been comparing prices and 
checking for size availability since the beginning of 2015. Following the inaugural launch of the 
website in Germany, StyleLounge already has over 3 million products from more than 300 online 
shops on its portal. Under the direction of e-commerce experts Johannes Heinen and Guido Lange, 
the international team of around 40 employees aims to provide for customers an efficient and price-
conscious approach to more than 20,000 brands. www.stylelounge.in 
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